1999 PIAA AA BOYS' SINGLES TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP

Sarni Tennis Complex, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania

Friday, May 28

3-1 Brian Nachtigall-12-West York

4-2 Kristopher Shumway-12-Troy

6-1 Tim Giorami-12-Central Cambria

9-1 Matt Lampe-12-Elk County Christian

1-1 John Sabia-11-Springfield

3-3 Ryan Cuevas-12-Schuykill Valley

2-1 Suraj Rao-12-Scranton Prep

7-2 Primo Bautista-12-Greensburg Central Catholic

7-1 Brett Warren-9-Pine Richland

3-4 Matt Schmidt-12-Schuykill Valley

10-1 Patrick McCreary-11-Mercyhurst Prep

5-1 Neil May-11-Tussey Mountain

4-1 Jacob Golbitz-10-Loyalsock

7-3 Brandon Isariyawongse-11-Brownsville

11-1 Sam Ghia-9-Moravian Academy

3-2 Derek Brossman-10-Hamburg

Saturday, May 29

Brian Nachtigall
6-2, 6-1

Matt Lampe
6-4, 4-6, 6-3

John Sabia
6-4, 6-4

Primo Bautista
6-3, 6-3

Brett Warren
6-1, 6-0

Patrick McCreary
6-0, 6-0

Brett Warren
6-1, 6-0

Brett Warren
6-1, 6-0

Brett Warren
6-1, 6-0

Brett Warren
6-1, 6-0

Sam Ghia
6-3, 6-3

John Sabia
6-3, 6-3

Sam Ghia
6-3, 4-6, 6-2

WILSON CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS BALLS
(TM)

OFFICIAL BALL OF THE PIAA TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS